
Course Outline 

“Working with First Time Buyers and MFA Programs” 

Instructor: Teri Baca 

COURSE DESCRIPTION:  

This four-hour class is designed to provide attendees with an understanding of the role the MFA plays in the first time 
buyer transaction as well as how to identify potential program candidates. This class covers the requisite borrower and 
property qualifications in detail.  An overview of other transaction- related elements such as credit scores and buyer 
readiness, alternative credit, fair housing issues and homebuyer education are also presented. 

TEACHING TECHNIQUES: 

This course will combine lecture and general classroom discussion with Power Point slides and printed material. 
Attendees are strongly encouraged to ask questions and participate in discussion by sharing relevant information with 
respect to their personal experience involving transaction or buyer challenges. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

1. Knowledge:    
Licensee will be able to describe the basic borrower and property requirements for MFA eligibility and explain 
the nature of MFA’s role in the first time buyer transaction. 
 

2. Understand:  
Licensee will comprehend the basic differences between standard mortgage loan types (FHA, VA, RHS and 
Conventional) and have the ability to explain how MFA programs can enhance each. 
 

3. Apply:  
Licensee will be able to readily screen and identify which of his or her buyers could potentially meet MFA 
guidelines and be able to relate to the buyer benefits of the MFA programs and steps needed to access them. 
Additionally, the licensee will be able to determine which of his or her property listings are suitable for MFA 
financing and develop strategies for targeted marketing. 
 

4. Analyze: 
Licensee will be able to assess a buyer’s situation by asking key questions and gathering critical information 
needed to determine which MFA program could provide the most benefit. Licensee will have the ability to 
outline for a buyer the specific benefits and requirements of one program over another. 
 

5. Evaluate: 
Licensee will have the ability to recommend a specific MFA program to a buyer and describe clearly and 
concisely the basis for the recommendation.  
 

6. Create: Licensee will be able to educate their buyer with respect to the anticipated transaction timeline, 
necessary documentation and steps required to successfully complete the home purchase with MFA program 
assistance.  

MEANS USED IN ASSESSING WHETHER THE LEARNING OBJECTIVES HAVE BEEN MET: Q&A and classroom discussion 
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 Timed Outline 

“Working with First Time Buyers and MFA Programs” 

Instructor: Teri Baca 

Time  Subject Matter                Method *  

   0-15  Introduction, housekeeping and overview of course objectives         L,PP,Q&A 

15-30  Significance and profile of first time homebuyer and FTHB market stats & demographics      L,PP,Q&A 

30-45  Typical tenant profile, obstacles to buying, NAR statistics         L,PP,Q&A 

45-60  How the MFA works, its role in the transaction and Lender and Realtor roles       L,PP,Q&A 

60-75  Program Criteria and core bond loan guidelines           L, PP,Q&A 

75-90  MFA and lender overlay requirements            L,PP,Q&A 

90-100  Break – 10 minutes 

0-15  Down payment assistance programs & funding sources          L,PP,Q&A 

15-30  Specialty programs (FHA 203k, USDA, HFA Preferred)          L,PP,Q&A 

30-45  Homebuyer Education (various types and when required)         L,PP,Q&A 

45-60  HERO Program requirements and benefits           L,PP,Q&A 

60-75  Credit Scores, Alt credit               L,PP,Q&A  

75-90  Access to programs, timeline, documentation & pre-close review        L,PP,Q&A  

90-100  Break – 10 minutes 

0-15  Fair Housing and Land Title Trust Fund            L,PP,Q&A 

15-30  Recapture tax                       L,PP,Q&A 

30-45  Final Q&A; class discussion and student feedback          Q&A, GD 

 

*Methods: L=Lecture; PP=Power Point; GD=General Discussion; Q&A=Questions & Answers 

    

 


